Structured and well-organized data migration projects are more successful than unstructured projects. Your level of success depends on defining and planning the necessary work packages and recognizing the required effort and resources from the beginning.

3 Plan and Organize Your Data Migration Projects

In Chapter 1, we introduced the business basics of data migration projects. This chapter explains how to plan and organize your data migration projects. In the first section, we briefly define the different types of data migration projects. Subsequently, we describe the different phases of a data migration project and how they are integrated into the phases of an implementation project. In the third section, you’ll find out which tasks will appear in each data migration phase and how to schedule these tasks into work packages. Finally, we give you some advice how to determine data migration objects and calculate the required effort.

3.1 Types of Data Migration Projects

All data migration projects deal with the question of how to get data from one system to another system, but we can differentiate the different types of data migration projects based on a few points, as described in the following subsections.

3.1.1 Initial Load (Green Field)

In initial load projects, also known as green field projects, you migrate the data into a newly implemented SAP system. The data for such projects comes from different source systems, which is normal for a data migration project.
3.1.2 Upgrading an Existing System (Brown Field)
By upgrading existing systems, called brown field projects, an already productive SAP system will be extended with new data for existing or new business processes. There can also be different source systems to load the data from.

3.1.3 Phased Roll-Out
A phased roll-out project is a combination of an initial load and upgrading an existing system project. This kind of data migration project is often used if an IT landscape is restructured. This is typically for mergers and acquisitions, system centralizing, or roll-out of an SAP system to local or international subsidiaries. Such projects are projected for longer periods, often years. Upgrading existing SAP systems demands well-organized project management to plan the duration and quality of the data migration. A phased roll-out allows for cost-cutting and an increase in quality that build on one another over the years. However, you also need to build additional interfaces to connect your still existing systems to the new SAP system landscape.

3.1.4 Big Bang
A big bang implementation is a phased roll-out in one single phase. This will normally be used if the numbers of subsidiaries is small or they are using the same business processes with no or minimal changes to the parent company's processes. The risk to fail of such big bang implementations is higher than with a phased roll-out. You therefore need to plan and test the go-live of the SAP system more accurately. With the big bang method, the whole company is changing its system landscape and processes overnight. If the data quality or something else fails, the whole company's production system will fail.

3.1.5 System Optimization
If processes or organizational structures of a SAP production system must be moved completely to another SAP system, you'll have to use special legal conform techniques and services. These services and techniques are called system optimizations or system landscape optimizations. The most common use cases for a system optimization is selling certain subsidiaries or parts of your company to another company or acquiring other companies. In the first case, you want to carve out processes and organizational structures and their data off your SAP production system. In the second case, you want to include additional processes and organizational structures into your SAP production system. Because both the source and target systems are SAP systems, the data migration can be done on a database table level most of the time. This method is very fast and allows historical data to be transferred. However, these kinds of system optimizations are often subject to accountability based on financial audits and the countries' generally accepted accounting principles. You should therefore make use of services offered by certificated special service providers such as SAP's System Landscape Optimization (SLO).

3.1.6 Cloud Migration
Cloud migration is the process of migrating all or certain parts of your system into a public cloud provided as software-as-a-service (SaaS) and not private cloud or hosted cloud models. A data migration into such an SAP cloud system such as SAP Cloud for Customer, SAP SuccessFactors, or SAP S/4HANA cloud edition differs from a data migration to an on-premise SAP Business Suite system. For cloud solutions, SAP offers tools and prebuilt content to migrate your data. You can generate Microsoft Excel/XML files with these tools, fill them with your data, and load them into your cloud system.

Cloud migration differs from on-premise

For some cloud solutions, it’s possible to directly connect to your SAP source system using these tools to extract your data. You don’t have access to the cloud backend system. Well-known tools and interfaces such as the Legacy System Migration Workbench (LSMW) or batch input can’t be used anymore. Due to the limited customizing effort and prebuilt content, the effort to implement the data load procedures will be lower. You have to provide the files in the correct format and maintain the value mapping.
Note that the data migration phases of these different kinds of data migration projects will be generally the same, as discussed next.

3.2 Phases of Data Migration Projects

ASAP

To plan and organize SAP implementation projects, you can use different implementation methods. One of the most commonly used implementation methods is ASAP. ASAP is used to implement SAP products faster, based on a standardized method. Data migration project phases are different from the general implementation project phases. In this section, we’ll explain the different data migration project phases and how these phases will be included into the standard project phases of ASAP.

The ASAP implementation method consists of five phases:
1. Project preparation
2. Business blueprint
3. Realization (including tests)
4. Final preparation
5. Go-live and support

Seven data migration phases

As described in Chapter 1, the best way to include the data migration tasks in an implementation project is to set up the data migration as a subproject. There are seven data migration phases, which differ from the standard ASAP implementation phases:
1. Data analysis
2. Mapping
3. Implementation
4. Data migration tests
5. Data validation
6. Data cleansing
7. Productive load and support

Figure 3.1 illustrates the different data migration phases.

In contrast to classical ASAP phases, data migration phases aren’t strictly sequential. They are repetitive, and can overlap with ASAP and other data migration phases. Results of subsequent phases influence previous phases. This is necessary, as it allows you to react to errors and flaws in a flexible way. You’ll often detect such flaws in the business blueprint when you load real data into the customized test systems. The business blueprint, data analysis, and mapping must be adopted to correct such flaws. The next sections go into more detail of the different data migration phases.
3.2.1 Data Analysis

The data analysis phase is normally started in parallel with the business blueprint (BBP) phase; however, you don’t have to start the data analysis phase with the BBP. You can start with analyzing the data at the halfway point of the BBP. The advantage of doing so is that most business processes to be implemented are known and designed at this stage, so it’s easier to identify the data migration objects and the leading source systems from which to extract the migration objects.

3.2.2 Mapping

After identifying the data migration objects, you can start with the mapping phase. The mapping phase overlaps with the data analyzing phase. You should start the mapping as soon as possible—don’t wait until the analysis is completely finished. A good starting point is when the first master data objects are identified and the BBP for the business processes to maintain these objects are mostly finished.

The BBP documents include rules and notes to build conversion rules. The mapping phase can persist into the data migration test phase. The results of the first data migration test often have a deep impact on the mapping and the conversion rules.

3.2.3 Implementation

You can also start the implementation phase and first functional tests early, during the realization phase of the project. The best starting point for the implementation phase is when the bigger part of your conversion rules have been defined. You then can start extracting the data and testing your conversion rules by loading that data into your target test system.

3.2.4 Data Migration Tests

Tests are the most important thing in each data migration. You must start with the first functional tests as soon as possible. Testing is essential. The more complex a data migration is and the more target systems, source systems, data migration objects, and conversion rules that are involved, the more crucial tests will be.

Tests can’t be replaced by something else, besides more tests! You have to test the whole data migration process and the go-live itself by doing a dress rehearsal at least once before your go-live. Experience has shown that one test isn’t sufficient. Having at least two productive data load tests into an SAP system, which is technically the same as the target system, under go-live conditions, will have a positive impact on your data quality and your ability to adhere to the timetable.

Tests Reduce Costs

The higher the number of tests, the higher the data quality, the less the rework that must be done in the target systems shortly before or after go-live, and the less the total costs will be.

3.2.5 Data Validation

Validating your migrated data is indispensable for the quality of your business process in your target system. Master data and transaction data of superior quality is the basis for perfect working business processes. In some industries, such as pharmacy, validations are mandatory and must be precisely documented. For example, without appropriate validation
of all migrated data in your target system and a well-documented data migration process, you’ll never pass the FDA audit. Without a Certificate of FDA Registration, you’re not allowed to sell pharmaceutical products or medical devices on the US market. More about U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Regulations and the Assessments of SAP Products can be found here: http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-7854. Don’t disregard the data validation phase.

You should start defining your validation rules when you start defining your conversion rules. Rapid Data Migration with SAP Data Services includes predefined validation rules, which help you validate your data. An automatic validation enables you to cleanse your source data by examining the results of the validation and determining erroneous data records and conversion rules.

More information can be found in Chapter 8, Section 8.3.3 and Section 8.3.6. You should plan your data validation phase during the integration tests and after the productive load phase at an early stage.

3.2.6 Data Cleansing

Data cleansing is one of the most underestimated tasks within a data migration project. If possible, data cleansing should be done in the source system. Under certain circumstances, it may also be possible to do this within your data migration tool. For example, SAP Data Services has a number of built-in data quality procedures and transforms to do deduplication, address cleansing, gender code detection by name, and other useful procedures. Methodic errors in source data records can be converted into clean transfer data by using tailor-made conversion rules.

You should also use the results of automatic validation to cleanse your data in the source system. The cleaner the data is in the source system, the cleaner your data will be in the target system and the better your processes will run.

Start your data cleansing tasks as early as possible. Ideally, there are already defined data cleansing processes running in the source system to permanently check and cleanse the data records. You should include these processes in your data migration project and should work closely with the responsible teams. Existing cleansing rules must be identified and compared to the defined conversion rules. The data quality results of the first data migration tests are important for further data cleansing activities.

The data cleansing phase must be completed with the last productive load test to assure that the results of the latest tests are taken into consideration for the go-live one by one.

3.2.7 Productive Load and Support

The productive load is the last and most critical phase within your data migration project. As mentioned before, the productive load must be planned and tested accurately. In addition to your normal migration tests, you should plan at least one, and we recommend two, dress rehearsals to test the complete migration process. The more you test, the better your results will be. There are a lot of things which must be taken into consideration that you normally don’t think about. Here are some examples:

- If you plan to work overnight or on the weekend, you have to align with your workers’ council, the related trade union, and your local authorities to follow the rules. For example, are warehousemen allowed to take stock at these special times?
- If you’ll work cross-country or intercontinentally, you have to check the local bank holidays, vacation periods, and other local rules up front. For example, you’re doing a data migration in a 24/7 mode, and you need your data at 10 am CET. The database you’re extracting the data from is located in a San Francisco data center. You then have to verify with your data center that someone is working at 1 am local time to extract your data.
- Many more items must be taken into consideration, such as the time your productive load will take, during which your IT system might be unavailable, or only partially available. Therefore, you have to plan your production and supply chains carefully, so you don’t have hundreds of trucks standing in line at your loading zone waiting to load or unload their supplies.
Support period

After the productive load, you also have to plan a support period during which your data migration staff is available after the go-live. This is to fix errors, bugs, and flaws due to false or not completely implemented conversion or extraction rules. Sometimes, restrictive rules may prevent data records from being loaded, which must be loaded. Don’t let the data migration staff go too early after the productive load. You might need them again.

3.3 Work Packages in Data Migration Projects

In this section, we’ll describe the work packages within a data migration project. We’ll also illustrate the sequence and dependencies of work packages.

In the data migration projects, you ask the same questions again and again:

- What are the necessary tasks?
- When will these tasks performed?
- Which phases are involved?
- What are the tasks’ sequences?
- Who can perform these tasks?
- How much is it?

When implementing a new software, the project tasks to perform are always the same and can therefore be included in an implementation method such as ASAP. Regarding data migration projects, you’ll notice recurrent tasks that follow a certain structure and can be organized and grouped into work packages.

SEAMAP

We refer to this method of organizing and grouping work packages as SEAMAP. SEAMAP is a German acronym for a phrase that can be approximately translated to *structure how to effectively group migration projects into work packages*. SEAMAP has been modeled over the years in customer projects and used to plan and estimate data migration projects. It’s a template for planning and organizing that can be individually adopted to your project.

However, as a basic rule, each data migration project can be grouped into around 20 work packages. Work package 14 (define and create test data load procedures) isn’t a classical data migration work package. It’s rarely used in long-lasting data migration projects to provide test data for business process tests by using data migration procedures, which is why we talk about 19 core packages plus 1 additional. You can read more about this in the section on work package 9 in Section 3.3.4.

An overview of all 20 work packages and their relationships is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Due to the size of that overview picture, you can also download it from the book’s web page. In the following subsections we have grouped work packages by function (corresponding to the phases of a data migration project), and as such, they will not appear in strict numerical order.
3.3.1 Data Analysis
In this section, we describe the four data analysis packages as well as work package 20 for identifying tools, which happens during the data analysis phase, and which is dependent on the results of the data analysis packages. Figure 3.3 illustrates an overview of the data analysis work packages (1-4).

**Figure 3.3 Work Packages of the Data Analysis Phase**

**Work Package 1: Determine Business Objects to Migrate**

The first work package of a data migration project is to determine the required business objects to migrate. As described earlier, we distinguish between business objects and migration objects.

**Customer Master Data**

From a business process perspective, the customer master is one single business object. From a data migration perspective, this business object can persist multiple migration objects if it's technically not possible to load its data as one single object.

The earliest possible starting point of this work package is to start at the same time as the BBP. However, it's often better to start by determining the business objects at the second half of the BBP. The blueprint of the business processes must be completed to a certain extent before the relevant business objects will become clear. It makes sense to maintain a list of migration objects in parallel to the BBP with less effort. This will also simplify the following steps in your migration project. The migration objects can be identified and described based on this list. The basic information to collect in this list is described in Section 3.4.1.

The determination of migration objects is normally not finished at the end of the BBP. The data migration often identifies gaps in the BBP during the mapping and realization phases. These gaps may result in new business processes and also new business or migration objects, which no one kept in mind before.

**Alternative Units of Measure for Material**

An alternative unit of measure (UoM) is a UoM defined in the SAP system in addition to the base UoM of a material. Stocks are posted in the base UoM, for example, whereas the purchase orders might be in the alternative UoM. Consider the following example: In a bigger data migration project, the BBP didn’t intend to have alternative UoMs for material master, neither implemented in, nor migrated to the SAP system. During the examination of the international subsidiaries’ system data, it turned out that hundreds of material master records in the several subsidiaries’ systems had completely different base UoMs stored for the same material. For example, material A was stored with the UoM meters in the subsidiary for Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA); in inches in the United States; and in rolls in Asia. If there are no alternative UoMs implemented in the system, and the material master of EMEA will be migrated first with a base UoM of meter, the US stock with 400 inches will be stored as 400 meters, and the 20 rolls in Asia will be stored as 20 meters. This would have resulted in...
massive problems and costs if it wasn’t detected in time by the data migration team. As a consequence, the alternative UoM for material was added into the BBP, and the missing conversion factors from the base UoM units for these hundreds of materials were maintained in a separate Excel spreadsheet. This spreadsheet was then loaded as a separate migration object in addition to the main material master migration object.

In general, the relevant migration object should be determined within the first half of the mapping phase. It shouldn’t take more than 10 days to identify all migration objects.

**Work Package 2: Identify Source Data Systems**

If the business processes and the business objects to migrate are determined, you can start to identify your source systems. The earliest date to start this work package is along with the start of the BBP, and the work package should be finished in the first half of the mapping phase. You must be clear on the systems to transfer your data from at an early stage. At first sight, this might look easy. However, in large companies with distributed systems and interfaces to exchange their data, it’s easier said than done. The zoo of systems, collected over years and decades, must often be structured and arranged first.

After that, you can start to determine source systems with the most reliable, the most current, and the highest quality data to use for the data migration. Determining the best source data system can be very complex on closer inspection. In such a case, you must be clear on the data stream in your network to identify the leading systems for your migration objects with the best quality to migrate. The leading system is often the system that is at the top node of an interface structure. However, it could also be that some specific data (e.g., address data) is more accurate or current in one of your subsystems.

Don’t forget to look at your target systems. Generally, the easiest case is to migrate into one system. If you have to migrate to multiple systems, for example, SAP ERP, SAP Customer Relationship Management (SAP CRM), and SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) systems, you should be aware of this fact as early as possible.

Normally, it doesn’t take longer than around 10 days to identify the source systems. In very complex networks, especially mergers and acquisitions, it might be difficult to identify or define one leading system with the best data quality. In such cases, it might take longer than 10 days.

**Work Package 3: Historical Data**

As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, it’s urgent to clarify whether the historical data needs to be migrated and the way it can be migrated to the target systems. We distinguish between the following historical data definitions:

- **Out of use/obsolete master data**
  This includes, for example, data from old vendors or customers, routings for products that aren’t produced anymore, assets that have been sold, organizational data of HR departments that are outsourced, and so on. It’s useless to migrate such master data into a target system.

- **Closed transaction data**
  This includes completed and invoiced orders, invoices, account movements, and so on. Although many want to migrate these kinds of data
to the target system, this type of migration is difficult, risky, and often forbidden by local law.

Obsolete master data should only be migrated to a new system if it’s essential. The term obsolete indicates that this data is no longer used and often not up to date. This obsolete data uses memory unnecessarily and often causes problems during migration, for example, address data with antiquated or missing postal/ZIP codes. You can find more about this in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1 and Section 1.2.2.

**Migrate Organizational Master Data Using SAP Business Warehouse**

In a data migration project to migrate human resource (HR) master data from a legacy system to SAP ERP Human Capital Management (SAP ERP HCM), the company wanted to migrate the complete organizational structure and its assigned HR master records for the preceding 10 years. This type of migration project requires a lot of effort. When asked why this was necessary, the client said it was needed for a quarterly statistical report to the managing board that lists the number of employees per organizational level per quarter. Because the client also used SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW), we came to the agreement to migrate all existing statistical reports to that SAP BW system and to only migrate the current organizational structure to the new SAP ERP HCM system. All changes in the current organizational structure were then transferred to the SAP BW system after go-live. That way, the client could make sure that the board had access to old and new statistical reports. This procedure simplified the data migration, saved costs, and achieved the same result in the end.

Closed transaction data must always be considered critical. If you follow the *generally accepted accounting principles* (GAAP) that may differ from country to country, it’s forbidden to migrate closed accounting documents into another system. It’s only possible if no changes appear on the migrated documents and if they aren’t running through the newly implemented business processes, which only occurs if you migrate from one SAP system to another SAP system directly on the database level. To do this, there are only a few tools available, such as *System Landscape Transformation* or System Landscape Optimization (SLO), provided by a handful of companies, for example, SAP’s SLO consulting. We recommend that you always ask your auditor before trying to migrate closed transaction data.

This is also why SAP doesn’t offer data migration programs to migrate closed transactions. Before you insist on migrating historic data, you must familiarize yourself with the risks and the alternative solutions.

The earliest starting point and the latest finish are the same as described in the previous work packages. Due to the many constraints, it’s possible to finish this work package within 10 days.

**Work Package 4: Determine Load Sequence**

If all migration objects and source systems are identified, and the decision to migrate historical data is made, you can start to plan the load sequence of your migration objects. Because some migration objects are dependent on other migration objects, the load sequence should be finished as far as possible before the first functional tests. Without material master data and customer master data, you can’t migrate sales orders, for example.

The migration test plan and the cut-over plan are based on the load sequence. The latest finish of this work package should therefore be before you start to create the cut-over data migration plan.

**Work Package 20: Identify Tools**

After determining the migration objects and source systems, you can start to select and identify the tools for your data migration process. It’s very important to choose the correct data migration tools. If you choose the wrong tool at the beginning of your migration project, it may lead to high additional costs for training, maintenance, or licenses. Figure 3.4 illustrates an overview of the work packages and their dependencies.

As a basic rule, the following types of tools are used for data migration:

- Data cleansing tools
- Data load tools
- Data validation tools

There are various tools on the market. Some of them, called *extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL)* tools, cover all aspects of a data migration process.
Some of the standard built-in SAP products, for example, the LSMW (Chapter 6) or the Data Transfer Workbench (Chapter 5, Section 5.2), only cover a small part of the data migration requirements. Other tools, such as the ETL tool SAP Data Services (Chapter 8) cover a broader spectrum of data migration requirements. When choosing the tools, it’s important to check the compatibility with your source and target systems and to verify the availability of consulting experts who know how to use these tools.

Example

In a public sector’s SAP implementation project (planned to take more than five years, with hundreds of SAP consultants on board), the purchase process of the data migration tool called for offers across Europe. After allowing a very long deadline for offers, a small number of tools were shortlisted. Finally, the company decided on a specific tool and paid a lot of money for the tool’s licenses. The company also staffed additional consultants to train some internal staff. However, this tool wasn’t widespread on the market. The company couldn’t find any data migration consultant or specialists who were familiar with this specific tool, and additional funds to train external consultants weren’t available. The company finally used this tool only for a small aspect of the data migration process after wasting a lot of money.

You should request enough comparable proposals for different tools. Ask your vendor for reference customers and reference projects. Check the freelance portals and IT market job exchanges for specialist for specific tools that are available on your country’s market.

3.3.2 Data Cleansing

Data cleansing is a major component of a data migration project. The work packages involved and their dependencies are displayed in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4 Work Packages Related to Work Package 20

Figure 3.5 Work Packages of the Data Cleansing Phase
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Work Package 5: Analyze Data Cleansing Demand
If the bigger part of migration objects and source systems are determined, you can start to analyze the data cleansing demand. The effort should not exceed 5 to 10 days per system.

Work Package 6: Perform Data Cleansing
Performing a data cleansing can last days or months. The data cleansing itself must be finished last before the productive data migration into the target systems. The best point in time to finish is before you start the latest productive data migration test. The cleansed data can then be used for the data migration dress rehearsal.

Archiving
If you migrate your data into a productive system already in operation, it might be essential to remove already existent data in your target system. It’s not easy to delete data in SAP systems. In such cases, you should familiarize yourself with how SAP data records are archived.

Load Material Master Records into a Productive System
In a phased roll-out project, material master records had to be migrated into a productive system already in operation. A huge number of the existent material master records were loaded in previous data migration projects using conversion rules that didn’t match the current data migration project’s conversion rules. The easiest way to get rid of these records was to delete them. Material master records used in transaction documents or in stock can’t be removed. After intensive investigations, it was decided to use the SAP archiving programs to remove them. Running the archiving programs in test mode allows the client to identify material master records used in transaction documents. By adding a small piece of program code into the related archiving program’s Business Add-In (BAdI) BAPI_NM_MATNR/IF_EX_BADI_NM_MATNR~ARCHIVE_MARA, it was possible to store the material numbers not used in any transaction documents and without any relationships to other objects into a customer’s Z table by running Program MMRE050N in test mode. In the second step, this Z table was used to archive the material master records stored in this table by calling Program MMRE050N in production mode and deleting these materials from the database tables.

Archiving might also be helpful if you want to remove erroneously loaded data records during the data migration tests.

3.3.3 Mapping
The mapping phase is the best point in time to determine the correct data migration technique for each migration object. The mapping and conversion rules should follow the migration object’s data structure provided by the selected data migration technique.

If you have a lot of organizational structures to map and migrate, an intermediate document (IDoc) is your best choice (see Chapter 5) to migrate your data. However, you shouldn’t exclude batch input as a data migration technique because some data migration scenarios are better suited to batch input. You can learn more about this in Chapter 11. Figure 3.6 provides an overview of the mapping phase packages and their dependencies.
Choosing the Best Technique for a Specific Purpose

The best way to map the material master is to use the IDoc type MATMAS06, the BAPI BAPI_MATERIAL_SAVEREPLICA, or the standard direct input Program RMDATIND. Using one of these solutions, it’s possible to load multiple organizational levels (company code, plant, sales organization, storage locations, etc.) with one single shot. All three solutions call the function module MATERIAL_MAINTAIN_DARK to post the data. By using the IDoc or BAPI, it’s also possible to parallelize the execution into several work processes and to load more than one material at the same time. Using batch input, you have to create, maintain, and test recordings per material type and view, and you can’t load multiple organizational level structures (e.g. three plants and two sales organization structures) at the same time. Not using batch input will boost enormously the load time and the cost to implement and test. New custom views and fields are also easy to map with an IDoc or BAPI.

Customer master data and vendor master data can also be migrated smoothly using an IDoc if there are new customer views to integrate, and there are fewer than 5,000 master data records. You can also record a transaction instead of implementing a very complex extension of the DEBMAS or CREMAS IDoc type, especially if this extension can’t be reused in interfaces.

Work Package 7: Create Mapping and Conversion Rules

The earliest possible time to create the conversion rules is at the 80% finished point in the BBP. At this time, most conversion rules are known. You must start creating your rules at the latest when all migration objects are determined, and you must be finished before your last tests.

If possible, you can use existing mapping templates to map certain migration objects. The so-called paper based mapping can be made using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Discuss the source structure and field mapping together with the person in charge at the customer and the source system’s IT staff, and note this down in the migration template. The Rapid Data Migration with SAP Data Services delivers such templates. Check Chapter 8, Section 8.3 (especially Section 8.3.1 and 8.3.4), for more on the topic of mapping templates.

Don’t Wait Too Long

In a certain data migration project, it took more than 10 months for the operating department to agree on how to define and assign purchasing groups to certain material master records and to define the related conversion rule. The rules and the customizing were delivered shortly before the last complete data migration test.

Take care to involve all important operating departments that need to deliver conversion rules into the data migration process.

The process of creating mapping and conversion rules is a very communicative process, which can’t be outsourced to any offshore party. To avoid mistakes and to promote understanding, the parties involved in this process must speak one business process language and, if possible, the same mother tongue.

Sometimes after the mapping and the first test, some problems appear that result in new data analysis with changed mapping and conversion rules. Conversion rules that seem definitively defined during the data migration object and existing field mapping in table format. You can easily export this to a local PC file by right-clicking on the application toolbar and choosing SAVE TO PC FILE or by pressing Shift + F8. You then choose TEXT WITH TABS to store it in the comma-separated values (CSV) file format.

It’s essential to bring together both the staff with the technical know-how on the source systems data structures and the staff who best know the business processes. Avoid inviting too many people to such meetings, and try to only talk about one or two migration objects within the same meeting to avoid spinning your wheels and wasting time.

If you’re mapping in parallel with the BBP, don’t forget that changes in the BBP may have an impact on the mapping and conversion rules. You therefore should closely and permanently stay in touch with the other subproject teams that are working on the BBP and implementing its processes. This is the only way to discover rule changes at an early stage. You should ask further questions if rules aren’t delivered on time. Sometimes it may take weeks or months to define certain conversion rules.
analysis phase might run into serious errors when mapped against real data and tested in the first function tests.

**Quality of Address Data**

Address data is often maintained without following existing maintenance instructions. Older legacy systems often provide too few or no fields on their entry screen to store address data such as mobile phone numbers, email addresses, web pages, and so on. Data entry employees therefore often store such data in unused fields. Many of these systems allow this because of missing field context checks.

If you then perform the first data extractions, you'll discover that one employee entered the email address into the third address line, the second employee entered it in a comment field, and the third entered it in wherever there was enough space. You'll also discover that no rules were followed regarding how to enter telephone numbers. Some entered them with the international dialing code, others entered it without, some entered with hyphens, and others used slashes between the regional dialing code and the number. You'll discover a ton of incomparable address data that makes it hard to define automated rules to map the different source data fields to their target fields.

Validation rules always have to be aligned and defined by or together with the client. The client is the only one responsible for validating the data in the target system. Only the client can decide if a data record is migrated correctly or incorrectly.

### 3.3.4 Implementation

After you’ve defined the first bunch of conversion rules, you can start to implement the data extraction and data migration procedures and

---

**Figure 3.7 Work Packages of the Implementation Phase**

In addition to the basic customizing discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1, it’s important to mention that depending on the data migration technique, the business process customizing must be finished to the greatest possible extent. Especially if the data migration procedure is...
using a recorded transaction or batch input, this will be a mandatory precondition. If the business process customizing isn’t finished, particularly with regard to a finished screen control, it will result in errors during the first function tests. For a recorded transaction, the recordings or related generated programs must be adopted continuously to the changing screen control. IDocs are normally resistant to a continuously changing screen control; they use internal function modules to verify and post the data to the database. But there are also IDoc types that are using batch input techniques to post the data, for example, DEBMAS and CREMAS. If you use such IDoc types, the screen control customizing must also be finished before you can start with the first tests. Compared to recorded transactions, you can start with the implementation using IDocs at any time.

**Single-use programs**

Typically, data extraction and data migration programs are single-use programs. There are only used once to migrate the data and then never used again. Only when these programs are used for *phased roll-outs* are they possibly adopted for a longer period.

**Manual migration**

In certain circumstances, it might be easier and cheaper to manually migrate data:

- The number of data records to migrate is small and can be handled manually by a small team.
- The effort and costs to manually create the data in the target system(s) is smaller than the effort and the costs to create and test the data extraction and migrations programs. You must also take the number of tests where this data is required into consideration.

**Use Employee Trainings to Manually Migrate Your Data**

If there is a relatively small amount of un-complex data to migrate, you can think about using an employee training to let training participants manually create the data in the target system. Please note that these employees must also be trained in the SAP’s data entry processes. If you are running out of time and the effort to implement a migration program is higher than the effort to manually create the data, this may be an option. An assistant’s wage rate to manually migrate the data is often much lower than those of a developer to create a program. Don’t forget to validate the manually created data!

You must critically assess the need to use *continuous interfaces* to load the data. A continuous interface can be used if the target system isn’t the leading system but is instead a subordinated system within an integrated network, and the system is continuously loaded with data via that interface. During an initial load, a huge number of data records will be transferred via this interface into the target system. The huge amount of data records of an initial load will be many times higher than the regular daily load via this interface. This will generally result in an interface capacity overload and delayed schedules. If you plan to initially load a target system via a continuous interface, you’ll have to take all resultant risks into consideration that endanger your go-live. Sometimes it’s better to use an extra data migration program to initially load your data. You can probably reuse the programs you’re already using to load test data into your systems to be used for the business process function tests (see the section on work package 14 in Section 3.3.5).

**Work Package 8: Create/Adopt Data Migration Procedures**

Depending on the data migration technique and the chosen data migration tool, this work package is the most time-consuming package. Start as early as possible to implement the conversion rules. You should use existing integrated validation and check rules of your data migration tool to improve your data quality and to detect erroneous date records and conversion rules.

You must assume that at the beginning of your data migration project, your source data won’t have the quality to run your mapping and conversion rules without any errors. Verify and check your source data during the data conversion and make proactive checks to determine errors. By continuously verifying and adopting the mapping and conversion rules, you’ll gradually increase the data quality of your migrated data into the target system.

**Use Function Modules to Check**

If you’re familiar with ABAP and you use the LSMW, you can also insert existing internal check function modules into your field mapping. Each SAP system provides a lot of internally usable function modules to verify the correctness of
You can use these function modules within your field mapping to determine records with wrong values. Print these records and the related error messages into a log, and forward this to the respective operating department or your data cleansing team. They can verify and correct these incorrect records in the source system.

**Work Package 9: Create/Adopt Data Extraction Procedures**

To create the extraction programs, it’s very important to work closely together with the system administrators of the source data system. These are often the sole persons who know these systems best and can extract the required data. If the source systems are based on nonstandard, self-developed software, it will be better to outsource these work packages to the related system administrators and developers of the source system.

### 3.3.5 Data Migration Tests

The work packages of the test phase, in addition to the data validation work packages, are the most valuable packages in a data migration project to ensure an acceptable data quality. Figure 3.8 displays the work packages of the test phase and their dependencies.

The results of the first function tests will be used to improve the mapping and conversion rules. Sometimes, the analysis of a data migration object can only be closed after the first tests of the mapped source data and their related conversion rules.

**How to Handle Bad Legacy Data**

In an international HR master data migration project, the result of the first function test was that the conversion rules to migrate the employees’ private addresses were useless. The source data was partially outdated and in very bad condition; for example, postal codes were missing or in the wrong format, country codes and streets were missing, and telephone numbers were either missing or outdated. The data quality was so bad that it could only be solved with a major effort to manually correct the addresses after the data load. The client decided not to automatically migrate the private addresses.

The employees were told to maintain their private addresses again in the new system via a Employee Self-Service (ESS) after go-live, which severely reduced costs.

**Work Package 10: Load Test Data**

Work package 10 includes all activities to provide test data for all functional and implementation tests based on the data migration programs to test the business processes. This work package is distinct from the work package 15 (test complete data migration) in that the data is loaded only to test specific business processes by the BBP teams.

This is also the best time to perform time measurements and to record the duration of the different data migrations steps per migration object.
1. How long does it take to extract the data from the source system?
   For example, if the server is located in China and you have to access it from the US the time to extract the data takes longer than sitting directly in front of the server.

2. How long does it take to transfer the data files to the target application server or a specific network folder?
   For example, it may take some minutes to send files greater than 500MB over a slow Internet connection to a far server.

3. How long does it take to read the data into the data migration tool?
   For example, it makes a difference if a very huge file is read from an application server, from an internal network folder, or from your frontend.

4. How long does it take to convert the data with the data migration tool?
   For example, converting 1.5 million consumption data records takes more time than converting 1000 customers, depending on the mapping and the validation rules.

5. How long does it take to make some prechecks of the converted data?
   For example, to check a list of 100 vendors takes less time than checking 5000 material records.

6. How long does it take to load/post the data into the target system?
   For example, depending on the migration technique, there could be substeps to create batch input sessions or IDocs, for example, before the real load process can be performed.

7. How long does it take to validate the data after loading?
   For example, it takes more time to validate 5000 customer data records manually than defining validation rules, implementing them in a tool and let the tool validate the data.

The earlier you get an overall picture of the data migration time, the better you’re able to plan your tests and the cut-over.

Only recording the load/post time of a migration object is often not sufficient. As a rule of thumb, the sole load/post time is around 15% of the entire object’s migration time, including data validation. You should calculate 75% of your migration time to validate the data after loading.

Work Package 11: Plan Test Landscape

It’s essential to have a sole data migration system or at least your own system client in the development and quality assurance system to create and test your data migration programs and procedures.

Rededicate a Migration System as an Integration Test System

In a big international logistics project, they set up a separate data migration system that was only used to test the data migration. It was connected to the development system. The customizing and workbench requests to get the latest changes, were queued and only imported on demand. It was also used to build up the system for the business process integration tests. After the complete data migration was tested, the system was rededicated to be the new integration test system. The existent integration test system was reinitialized and used for the next migration tests that took place in parallel with the current integration test. During the integration test, the loaded data was tested intensely by the implemented business processes. Detected errors, mapping, and conversion rule changes were immediately forwarded to the data migration team to correct and to be used within the new data migration tests. This procedure ensured that a fresh system was available for the next integration test based on the latest findings and corrections.

You should also make use of database snapshots or system backups during your data migration tests. After loading bigger migration objects, especially master data objects, you should create a backup of your system or a snapshot of your database. If you then discover massive errors after loading the object, just reset your system by restoring the backup or the snapshot. Database snapshots consume a lot of disk space. But in comparison to a normal backup, it saves a lot of time to restore a snapshot rather than restore a backup file. Taking and restoring a snapshot may take 30 minutes whereas a backup and restore may take hours.

Work Package 12: Implement Test Landscape

Thinking you can save money by implementing a low-cost test landscape is based on a false economy. You must make sure that your test system environment is very close to the later SAP production system environment. The best practice is to run the tests on an identical system environment. The more identical your test environment is to the productive
environment, the more exact your time measurement and cut-over plan will be. Even a slight difference in the environment can lead to very different results.

### Modification Effects

Even one additional application server in an integrated system network can cause performance problems in the complete system network if there are errors in the operating system or if it isn’t set up correctly. And even the size of the internal memory has a much more significant impact on the load time than the number of CPUs. You’ll only figure this out, however, if you’ve planned enough time for testing.

### Work Package 13: Create a Test Plan for Data Migration

If you determined the load sequence of your migration object and finished your first data migration programs, it’s time to create the test plans for the complete data migration process. To create a test plan, you also need to know the time measurement results of Work Package 10 (load test data). The load sequence and the time measurements are the basis of the test plan. The results of this test plan will seamlessly be integrated into the cut-over migration plan.

### Work Package 14: Define and Create Test Data Load Procedures (Optional)

In big implementation projects that are planned over a longer period, it’s necessary to provide data for specific business process tests. The technical expertise for extracting and loading programs/procedures to provide the test data can be used as a basis for the real data migration programs. This work package is optional, and you’ll be rarely confronted with it in bigger implementation projects.

### Interfaces

If the target system is a subordinated system, that is, not the leading system, continuous interfaces are often used to load data into that system. These interfaces might also be used to initially load the data into the target system. Developing such interfaces is often very extensive and time-consuming. To test the business processes, additional data load programs are developed to load test data into the test systems. If you’re using the same load technique for the additional programs as for the continuous interfaces, the findings and results can be incorporated into the development of the continuous interfaces.

If you encounter capacity problems using a continuous interface, it might be advisable to use these test data load programs to perform the initial load into the target systems.

### Work Package 15: Test Complete Data Migration

To have high-quality data and a smooth cut-over, it’s very important to start with testing your complete data migration process as early as possible. The best time is when all data migration programs (extract and load) and the data migration test plan are finished. It makes the most sense to test the complete data migration in advance of a business process integration test. We described a helpful example in the section on work package 11 in Section 3.3.5.

The special testing situation is called a productive load test, which often happens in the course of the user-acceptance test.

As mentioned previously, you should test the complete productive data migration process at minimum twice on a test system environment that is very close to the later SAP production system environment. This is the only way to determine and solve time crunches, technical issues, staffing shortages, or any other kind of problems.

### 3.3.6 Productive Load and Support

The productive load and support phase is the project’s most critical phase and is affected by fixed deadlines and narrow time frames. At the end of the data migration, it will be clear whether the members of the project team have done their homework. The result will be mercilessly rated by the data validation scoring judges. You can see an overview of the related work packages in Figure 3.9.
Before you start migrating your data, you have to create a **cut-over migration plan**, which will be later integrated into the big cut-over project plan. The best time to start creating the cut-over migration plan is when you determine the load sequence. However, you shouldn’t start until you’ve created your data migration test plans. The test plans are the basis for the cut-over migration plan. As a general rule, the migration plan is finished after the last tests are passed. The effort to create such a plan shouldn’t exceed more than five days. In phased roll-out projects, however, this could take longer due to the number of planned go-lives.

**WP 16: Create Cut-Over Data Migration Plan**

If you have a narrow time frame to perform the initial data migration, you should categorize your migration object according to go-live importance. Some business objects are very stable and are rarely changed or extended for a longer period. You can therefore migrate these objects days or even weeks before your go-live into the target system. As a prerequisite, the needed customizing must already be imported into the target system. You then have to double maintain your data in the source and the target system and document every change. Migrating in a system already in operation includes a certain amount of risk, which must be evaluated beforehand.

Some migration objects don’t have to be available in the target system at go-live. You can migrate such migration objects after go-live but note that this will lead to a higher system load at migration time and that you load data into a system that is already in operation.

**Work Package 17: Perform Productive Data Migration**

This is one of the final work packages of a data migration project. The prerequisites are as follows:

- All data migration programs/procedures (extract and load) are finished.
- At minimum, one successful complete data migration test is passed.
- The cut-over plan, including the data migration load plan, is finished.

Generally, the data migration load plan rules the cut-over project plan; that is, the cut-over plan follows the lead of the migration load plan.

**3.3.7 Data Validation**

An overview of the work packages and their dependencies in the **data validation** phase is shown in Figure 3.10.

There are two points in time in a data migration project to validate your migration object’s data:

- **Before the data migration**
  You validate your source data integrity and correctness before you load—sometimes even before you convert your data.
After the data migration
You validate your data integrity and correctness after you load with the data following the defined validation rules.

Both variants have their respective merits. If you validate before you load the data, you can prevent loading garbage into your system. If you validate after you load the data, you can check the migrated data after passing the conversion and the program logic of the program used to migrate the data. The big advantage of validating after loading is that you can use test tools such as the extended Computer Aided Test Tool (eCATT) to automatically run through complete business processes and check the correctness and data integrity of the loaded business object. You can also create SAP Queries based on the validation rules up front and transport them to the target system. This is an easy way to validate your data as fast as possible on formal aspects. The advantage of using validation tools and queries is that you can reuse them after go-live, for example, to test your processes installing service patches, SAP Notes, upgrades, and so on. You may also be able to use them for data cleansing processes in your new system. You only have to build them once and then can use them many times.

In principle, it often makes more sense to validate each business object after the load. You should proceed with loading dependent objects only after the validated business objects have been released. This process is very time-consuming, but it guarantees that your migrated data is compliant with your quality standards. Choosing to validate the target data is especially wise if there are very complex conversion rules used to convert the source data.

Validation Scheduling in a Customer Project

In a big pharmaceutical industry project, the data validation must be done following FDA rules. Due to the limited time frame to migrate the data, the company invented a 24/7 project plan to migrate and validate the data in several teams around-the-clock. After a migration object was loaded, the related staff members to validate the data were called to get to the company. They ran a three-shift operation to check and update the project plan and to control the complete project process. The three project plan teams worked in overlapping nine-hour shifts and controlled the schedule, corrected times, and called the staff to migrate or validate the data at least one hour before they had to perform their activities. It was therefore essential to perform a lot of tests to be able to document the estimated duration of the several data migration steps as accurately as possible. Without testing and documenting the times, scheduling different teams and staff, as well as remaining compliant with the standard operating procedures and the legal regulations, would have been impossible. They were rewarded for their intensive validating using this approach by a very smooth go-live and an extremely small number of erroneous data records that needed to be corrected after the migration; for example, only 20 of 32,000 loaded material master records had to be corrected manually after the validation.

Work Package 18: Define Validation Rules
Validation rules must always be created and defined together with the client’s staff. The mapping and conversion rules must be created first and can also be used as a base for the validation rules. Some tools and procedures to load data into systems, such as Rapid Data Migration with SAP Data Services (see Chapter 8), have predefined or built-in functions to validate migrated data.

Work Packages in Data Migration Projects 3.3

Create mapping and conversion rules
Duration: 0.5-2 days per object
Early start: w/ WP 7
Late start: WP 7 -95%
WP 7

Define validation rules
Duration: Time and material
Late start: after WP 17
Early start: w/ WP 7
WP 17

Perform productive data migration
Late finish: before WP 19
WP 18

Validate data
WP 19

Figure 3.10 Work Packages of the Data Validation Phase
Syntactical Checks
Tools often provide built-in functions to syntactically check loaded data for correctness in the following areas:
- Correct field length
- Correct and valid date and time formats and values
- Mandatory field checks
- Format check for number fields, and so on
You can find more about this Chapter 8, Section 8.3.6.

Semantical Checks
In addition to the syntactical tests, you should also perform semantical tests.

Semantical Checks
There is no way to prebuild semantical checks up front to check the correctness of the data contents. The checks are dependent on the context of the data and vary from project to project and object to object. Valid checks might include the following:
- Each customer of a specific sales district must be assigned to a certain sales group.
- Materials/products of a certain product group must be assigned to a specific purchasing group.
- Materials that overrun specific values (volume, weight, or dimensions) must be assigned to special storage bins.

Such checks must be individually defined per migration project. They can be automated by defining SQL queries (e.g., SAP Query) to a certain extent. If you intend to use such queries and checks after go-live to continuously check and improve your data quality, you should take tools such as SAP Information Steward into consideration. With the aid of such tools, you can define rules and thresholds to check and classify your data.

Work Package 19: Validate Data
As mentioned earlier, you can perform the data validation before or after the data load. If it’s done after the data load of an object, you should consider a successfully passed validation check as a prerequisite to loading other dependent objects. This improves your data quality and prevents issues when loading such dependent objects. It’s essential that the validation is done by the client itself and that all results are documented.

3.4 Planning and Effort Estimation
Now that you know the data migration work packages and their sequence and relationships, let’s discuss how to determine the business objects to migrate and how to estimate the duration of the overall data migration process. This section also provides some formulas and numbers given by some internal evaluations of former data migration projects.

3.4.1 Determine Business Objects to Migrate
To determine the business objects to migrate, you should record the following information about the business objects:
- Target SAP system (product, version, system ID).
- Name of the business object and a short description. To determine a meaningful object description, you can use the Transaction SAPTERM.
- Object type (master data, transaction data, customizing, other data). For some objects (sales or purchasing contracts), it won’t always be clear whether it’s considered transaction data or master data. In these cases, check the frequency of change, the number of newly created objects in a period, and the number of relation to other objects. An object that is created once without many changes within a period and related to many other objects is probably a master data object. In contrast, there are many transaction data objects created in a specific period, and they may have many changes within this period.
- Estimated overall complexity of the business object (dependency on other business objects, complexity of the object’s data structure, number of fields to migrate, number of conversion rules needed, complexity to implement the conversion rules, etc.) from 1 = less complexity to 10 = very complex.
- Dependency on other business objects to migrate.
- Number of records to load (volume).
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- Source system (name, product, version, location).
- Major contact persons for the following:
  - Business object on customer/client site and in the implementation project.
  - The legacy or source system to extract the data.
  - Implementing the data migration in the target system.
- Name and product version of the tool(s) to do the following:
  - Extract the data.
  - Cleanse the data.
  - Convert the data.
  - Load the data.
  - Validate the data.
- Name and location of the related BBP or business process documents.

Store this information in a central table or spreadsheet (e.g., Microsoft Excel), and complete this with additional required object or status information. An example for such an object list is shown in Figure 3.11.

### 3.4.2 Estimate the Effort

If data migration projects are well organized and planned, the data migration’s consulting effort to migrate should average out at 7 – 10% of the whole project’s consulting effort. If data migration projects are ill-prepared or poorly planned, the data migration’s consulting effort might exceed more than 30% of the overall consulting effort. The following numbers are based on internal evaluations of former data migration projects. They can serve as a rule but can vary from project to project.

- **Business blueprint (BBP)**
  During the BBP, the effort for the data migration project will be less. You should project between 2% and 5% of the overall data migration work packages’ effort for this phase.

- **Realization**
  The main effort for the data migration occurs during the realization phase, and is between 50% and 70% of the total data migration effort. Just for testing and test support, you should count on 30 – 40%.

- **Final preparation**
  After the first tests at final preparation to test the complete data migration process at go-live, the effort will decrease to approximately 10% of the total data migration effort.

- **Go-live and support**
  To perform the productive data migration and to support the project after the go-live, you should project between 5% and a maximum of 10% of the total data migration effort. It could be less, however, depending on the go-live preparation and the data validation outcome.

After determining the required work packages, you can start to estimate the project’s effort using an Excel spreadsheet. For some work packages, the effort can be calculated as a flat effort, for example, work package 16 (create cut-over data migration plan), work package 1 (determine business objects to migrate), work package 2 (identify source data systems), and so on. For some phases, especially the data analysis phase, you can roughly calculate the effort using a simple formula. The formulas in the following boxes have been used and verified in various data migration projects for years. While they vary from project to project, you can use them as a rough rule of thumb.
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Formula to Estimate the Effort for the Data Analysis Phase

Data analysis effort

Estimate the complexity of the business object to migrate on a scale from 1 (less complexity) to 10 (very high complexity), and divide this number by 2.

You can use the following example criteria to evaluate the complexity:
- Numbers of data sources (systems)
- Number of fields to map
- Number of conversion rules to implement
- Simple one-to-one conversions or additional program code requirements
- Number of records
- Quality of the source data and related conversion rules to correct wrong entries automatically

The calculated number is the effort in person days that will be used approximately for the data analysis phase work package 1 (determine business objects to migrate).

Formula to Estimate the Effort for the Data Mapping

Data mapping effort

You can use the data analysis rule for the data mapping work package 7 (create mapping and conversion rules), too.

Because of different data sources or complex data conversion rules, there may be more technical data migration objects for one business object. This may reduce the effort per migration object to determine the conversion rules and map the fields and structures because of the synergy effects and the learning curve for this object.

If, for example, the customer master data is loaded via IDoc from different source systems, the effort for the mapping and creating the conversion rules can be calculated for the first migration object using the formula. The effort for the further customer master data migration objects can be estimated up to a half or a quarter compared to the first object’s effort.

For implementing the data extraction and data migration programs/procedures, there will be no such formula. The number of fields and structures to map and the number of conversion rules to implement are the crucial factors. Even the experience of the person implementing the rules and procedures might not be underestimated. While a very experienced data migration specialist needs, for example, one day to implement and test a specific data migration object, a less experienced person may need several days to do the same.

Data Migration to SAP S/4HANA, Cloud Edition

For data migration to SAP S/4HANA, cloud edition, some work packages can be excluded because of the given landscape, for example, work package 20 (identify tools) and work package 12 (implement test landscape). Some other work packages may be calculated with less effort than on usual SAP implementing projects because of the predefined data migration content, for example, work package 7 (create mapping and conversion rules) and work package 8 (create/adopt data migration procedures).

The effort to test and load the data into the target system depends on the time to load the data. It can be calculated more accurately after the first performed data load tests. To preestimate such numbers, you can resort to empirical values of other projects.

The effort to validate the data depends on the volume of records to validate and the complexity of the validation rules to perform. It can’t be calculated using a formula. You can decrease the effort if you use a tool to implement the validation rules to let them run automatically after the data load. Implementing is only done once, and then you just have to consider the run time of the automatic data validation procedure.

Figure 3.12 shows an example effort estimation using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
3.5 Summary

You’ve now learned about the data migration phases and how they are integrated into the phases of a classical SAP implementation project. We’ve shown you how to organize your data migration projects by dividing the tasks into work packages and their dependencies. Using these work packages, you can see the big picture of complex data migration projects to plan and organize them, as well as better calculate the effort required. The procedures and formulas to calculate the effort, presented in the final section, are rough rules of thumb. We don’t warrant or represent that the given numbers and formulas are also valid for your projects.

Note
You can download this spreadsheet to determine your objects and estimate your effort from the book’s web page. It can be used in your project and adopted to your needs. We also don’t warrant or represent that the spreadsheet is valid and without any errors.
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